
The Lashe® 
The Lashe releases new and 

improved packaging for Rapid Dry 
Adhesive. Since 2009, The Lashe adhe-

sives are the safest and best performing 
medical-grade adhesive on the market. 

With new and improved packaging, which 
provides a better air-tight seal, adhesive is 
protected and kept fresh longer. The Lashe 
Rapid Dry Adhesive is the same quality of 

adhesive as those used for suture-less 
wound closure, making it the most 

sterile adhesive. 773-202-9399 
or thelashe.com

Institut’ DERMed
With Institut’ DERMEed’s Anti-

Oxidant Peptide Lifting Serum, Fi-
sion™ Instant Lift delivers on-demand 

firming for smoother, radiant, uplifted, 
younger-looking skin. Argireline (Snap 25) 
relaxes the appearance of wrinkles above 
the muscle to smooth squint and frown 
lines. This popular skin renewing facial 

serum has been reformulated to provide 
even greater peptide power with the ad-

dition of Fision™ Instant Lift, Matrixyl 
Synthe’6, Argireline, and Myris-
toyl Peptides. 866-433-7633 or 

idermed.com 

Karin Herzog
Karin Herzog introduces WHITE 

MORNING and WHITE EVENING. 
WHITE MORNING Illuminating face 
cream is specifically designed for people 
looking for a gradual solution, without side 
effects, to reduce the appearance of pigmen-
tation spots and uniform skin tone. WHITE 
EVENING Unifying face mask is the ideal 
complement to the WHITE MORNING light-
ening cream to reduce the appearance of 
pigmentation spots and to uniformize 

the tone of the skin. 305-777-2543 
or us.karinherzog.com

Matis Paris
Eyes & Lips Treatment 

Mask Extreme Comfort by 
Matis Paris is a cream mask rich 
in marine elastin, which when 

applied in a thin layer, acts as a 
nourishing treatment and, when 
applied in a thick layer, acts as 
repairing treatment. It has been 

tested under dermatological 
control. 972-771-0300  or 

matisusa.com
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Ginamarie Products
Ginamarie Products is 

excited to announce their 
new Clarifying Mint Mask. It 

is a clay-based weekly mask 
that gently exfoliates, stimulates, 
and has healing properties. This 
powerful, yet gentle, mask deliv-
ers immediate, lasting results and can be used for 
all skin types, including sun-damaged and acne-

prone skin. It is the perfect pick-me-up facial 
for home use or in the spa. It is excellent for 

spot treating blemishes. 800-452-2116 
or ginamarieproducts.com

Learn more about these new professional products!
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